HOLLYWOOD DISOWNS SHAMED WEINSTEIN

The only job I'll get now is being President

You'll never w**k in this town again

INSIDE: RATHER A LOT ABOUT BREXIT
KNACKER closes in on Heath

by Our Crime Staff Maddie Tupp

INSPECTOR Knacker, the head of the controversial £1.5 million investigation into historic abuse allegations concerning the former prime minister Sir Edward Heath, last night announced a breakthrough in operation Comeveryone.

“We have clear, photographic evidence,” he told journalists from the Mail on Sunday, “which proves that the former yachtsman and prime minister was a habitual paedophile.”

As reporters gasped, Inspector Knacker continued, “These blurry photographs, taken at the Conservative conference in Brighton, show Sir Edward engaging in pedalo activity and confirms beyond any doubt that we in the Wiltshire Constabulary have been entirely justified in spending hundreds of thousands of pounds of public money on Operation Wild Goose Chase.”

He continued, “If you look at this picture carefully, you will see evidence that Sir Edward is involved with a ring – in this case, a rubber one, to be used as an alternative to protect him, in case his pedalo activities become too dangerous.”

Knacker concluded, “The late prime minister and nautical enthusiast was known to all his contacts as Sailor Ted and we can see in this picture taken on the beach that his choice of swimwear confirms that he was, as we suspected all along, a dangerous speedophile.”

Knacker then briefed reporters on a number of other allegations that the police were following up, including the suggestion that the amateur conductor was a podiumophile and that Heath’s promotion of fellow cabinet minister Peter Walker to the post of Environment Secretary was “the final piece of the jigsaw” which led him to conclude that Edward Heath was Britain’s leading Peterphile and that it was his duty to arrest his corpse immediately and put him away for a very long time... ie, back in his grave.
Veale butchers Grocer

ONE OF the most controversial aspects of Wiltshire Police's Operation Conifer, investigating paedophile allegations against former prime minister Sir Edward "Grocer" Heath, was the revelation in the Mail on Sunday on 26 November 2016 that his alleged crimes included child sacrifice and satanic ritual abuse. Under the headline “Satanic Sex Fantasist” the newspaper reported the conclusion of criminal expert Dr Rachel Hoskins, who had been brought in by the force to review witness statements, that the claims were “preposterous” and “fantastical”.

Wiltshire's beleaguered chief constable Mike Veale retaliated with an extraordinary video "open letter", posted to YouTube on 2 December 2016, in which he stated unequivocally: “Fact: the recent media coverage... referred to satanic ritual sexual abuse. Let me be clear, this part of the investigation is only one small element of the overall enquiry and does not relate to Sir Edward Heath.” (Our italics.)

Clearly Veale has a selective memory. Or is it a false memory? On page 59 of his Operation Conifer summary report, published on 5 October 2017, he states equally unequivocally: “During the course of the investigation six victims made disclosures that included allegations that Sir Edward Heath was involved in satanic or ritual abuse.” He adds: “Following investigation, no further corroborative evidence was found to support the disclosures that Sir Edward Heath was involved in ritual abuse.”

This will come as a disappointment to Robert Green, a child abuse campaigner and firm believer in satanic ritual abuse, who was jailed for 12 months in 2012 for harassing people he accused of being paedophiles. Green revealed two weeks ago that he had passed to the chief constable details of five witnesses who claimed to have been sexually assaulted by Grocer Heath. The information had come from Dr Joan Coleman, a founder of the organisation RAiNS (Ritual Abuse Information Network and Support), whom he described as “the eminent specialist into [sic] sexual abuse”.

In the wacky world of the blogosphere and Twitterland, Dr Coleman's five cases are frequently cited. They appear in a 19-page file compiled by RAiNS that appeared online under the headline "The Who's Who of Satanic Child Abuse" - which, as we reported in Eye 1437, names no fewer than 235 members of a satanic cult, including Sir Edward. “He has been mentioned,” it adds, “by at least 5 SRAS [satanic ritual abuse survivors], none of whom know each other.” The RAiNS list is now regarded by conspiracy theorists as proof of "The Satanist Cult of Ted Heath", the title of an academic paper written by occupational psychologist Dr Rainer Kurz, which he sent to Wiltshire Police last year (see Eye 1452).

The original ur-text for these Satanic Grocer theories is The Biggest Secret, a 1998 book by champion conspiracist David Icke, in which he branded Heath "a child-sacrificing satanist". Icke now regards chief constable Veale as a hero, tweeting this tribute on 8 October: "At last - a police chief with the guts to take on the Westminster abuse ring and its web of protection." Perhaps Icke hadn't read the "closure" report, which revealed that the two-year, £1.5m investigation uncovered no corroborating evidence in any of the 42 allegations made by 40 people (one person making allegations under three different names). The police whittled this down to seven claims - one of which had "undermining evidence" - about which they would have interviewed Heath if he were still alive. But the report stressed that "no inference of guilt" should be drawn from that decision.

From the chief constable's behaviour, however, Icke and his fans might well have thought otherwise. If Veale didn't want to create an inference of guilt, why choose for his only two post-report interviews the hacks who have done most to push the idea that Heath was guilty - Simon Walters of the Mail on Sunday and Mark Watts, the former editor-in-chief of the discredited investigative news site Exaro? It was Watts and Exaro who first promoted the false claims of the witness known as "Nick", which led to the Met Police's disastrous £2.5m Operation Midland. With Exaro having gone belly-up last year, Watts published the Veale interview on his two current online outlets, FOLa Centre News and Byline.

"I have been really struck over the last two years by the amount of people that have come to me privately to offer views about their distrust of the political establishment," the chief constable told Watts, "and their genuine belief that there has been a conspiracy, cover-up and people being complicit, whether that is senior civil servants, colleagues in policing, government, the wider judiciary... the unfortunate thing is, I can't make a judgement in relation to the assertions they are making. I simply don't know." But who needs evidence when you have belief?

Veale's interview with his chief supporter in the mainstream media, Simon Walters, was punctuated by gasps of admiration from the MoS fanboys: "Mr Veale, tall and with a rugby wing-forward's build... His features, as fair and fresh as a cider apple... Mr Veale, whose black shoes gleam like a guardsman's..." In between these swoonings, Veale told Walters that something sinister was afoot, even if he didn't know what it was: "I was told early on in Conifer, 'You'll lose your job, the Establishment will get you.' I'm not a conspiracy theorist. I don't believe in Martians. I used to think, 'What are these people on?'"

Had the Heath investigation changed his mind? "Yes," Veale replied. "In the last two years I've spoken to people who genuinely believe... there are too many people making too many assertions..." He could have spent "two or three more years investigating Sir Edward" if he had been allowed "to dig deeper".

All this ignored the actual outcome of Operation Conifer: no corroborating evidence for satanic abuse, or any sexual abuse by Grocer Heath, no evidence of a conspiracy or cover-up. Yet Veale told MPs last December that he believed Sir Edward was "eight out of ten guilty", according to Lord Armstrong of Ilminster, Heath's principal private secretary from 1970 to 1974. Although Armstrong says he was present when Veale made the statement, a spokesman for Wiltshire Police denied the comment was made. Last week Armstrong repeated his call for an independent judge-led inquiry into Operation Conifer's investigation into Heath. "As he is dead, the normal provisions and processes of the law are not available to resolve the matter," he told the House of Lords, "and the cloud of suspicion remains hanging in the air indefinitely."
A FINE old tangle of conflicted interests at the Sunday Times, whose magazine ran a long and largely sympathetic interview with Camila Batmanghelidjh last month.

The piece was commissioned by magazine editor Eleanor Mills, a long-time Batmanghelidjh fan who once wrote a gushing fundraising article about how she and her daughters wrapped presents to be handed out at Kids Company’s annual Christmas party.

The interview was by Baroness (Camilla) Cavendish, who was head of Cameron’s Downing Street policy unit at the time when a further £3m of taxpayer money was handed to Kids Company on the insistence of Cameron consigliere Oliver Letwin against the advice of the Cabinet Office.

On the day the interview appeared, the Sunday Times news section had an even more admiring story about Batmanghelidjh, written by deputy news editor Tim Rayment – who is the co-author of Batmanghelidjh’s new book on the Kids Co scandal, sub-titled The Truth.

Perhaps not the whole truth, however. What about the damning reports on Kids Company by the National Audit Office and the Commons public accounts committee, which chronicled an “extraordinary catalogue of failures”? Strangely enough, in their Sunday Times articles neither Rayment nor Cavendish mentioned them.
UK Column exclusive: There is a Satanic ritual abuse (SRA) element at the core of this story. The massive government and media attack on Kids Company began within days of Batmanghelidjh having handed David Cameron a list (the RAINS “Ritual Abuse Information Network & Support” list) of alleged Satanic ritual abusers of children in Hampshire, Wiltshire, Berkshire, Surrey and the Isle of Wight.

Details are available from Hampstead Research (Gerrish emphasises that these are allegations):

See also: http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/uk/article4487820.ece
THE CREMATION OF CARE RITUAL: BURNING OF EFFIGIES OR HUMAN SACRIFICE MURDER? THE IMPORTANCE OF DIFFERENTIATING COMPLEX TRAUMA FROM SCHIZOPHRENIA IN EXTREME ABUSE SETTINGS

Summary
This poster explores Human Sacrifice killings in extreme abuse cult settings. It outlines two index incidents of a chilling case that prompted this research together with some of the context. The research identified a number of resources that refer to the killing of children in ritual abuse settings. The findings are discussed with reference to the Cremation of Care ritual. It concludes that professionals must make proper use of diagnostic guidance provided by DSM-5 rather than prematurely dismissing disclosures as ‘delusions’.

Introduction
Footage of ‘Jihadi John’ and others beheading hostages and prisoners is bringing home into our living rooms the message that changes in the environment can turn individuals that grew up in extreme child sexual abuse, sadistic torture and witnessing of human sacrifice murder.

Case Index Incidents
The research is prompted by disclosures of a mother of two index incidents that were ‘disbelieved’ by a UK Family Court process. A part-redacted report section written by a privately commissioned Consultant Psychiatrist describes the situations as follows:

1. ‘You explained you were 13 ______ made you pregnant. Nobody noticed you were pregnant because you were home schooled. When the time came for you to deliver you delivered the baby in your own bed. Your _______ allowed you a little time with the little girl before ______ took her away from you. You never saw the child again. You were given tablets for the milk from your breasts to stop. Your __________ apparently took a _______ to your_______ in order to keep you quiet with the story.’

2. ‘You explained that some _____ years ago when your son was 2 years old you were visiting __________________. You were walking down the street with your son in a buggy when he was picked up by your_______. It looked to you as if he grabbed the child, pulled down his nappy and inserted his __________ into the child’s backside. This all happened very quickly and you saw blood on the pavement and blood in your son’s nappies following this incident. You managed to get your son back and take him ______________. There were no witnesses to this incident.

A common sense interpretation would be that extreme criminality was seemingly ‘covered up’ through further extreme criminality. Context information described suggests that index incident 2 was brought about through compromised state authority representatives to continue and seal a cover up of index incident 1 since the 1990’ies. A UK Family Court process marred by numerous irregularities concluded that the mother was ‘delusional’; and lead to the toddler being ‘taken into care’ and ‘given up for adoption’ without parent consent.

Objectives & Aims
The purpose of the poster is to raise awareness of sadistic abusers and signpost professional development resources regarding extreme abuse ‘Death Cults’ that seem to operate largely with impunity across the world.

Methods
Faced with client disclosures of index incidents 1 & 2 a search for resources was conducted to learn about ‘missing babies’ and extreme abuse.

Results
The shenanigans described match descriptions in books based on self-identified abuse survivor.

Scott (2001) described the usual ease with which some abuse perpetrators torture and kill. 36 survivors completed her survey of whom 34 claimed abuse by members of their immediate family, and 21 by one or both parents. For 34 ritual abuse in childhood involved murder and for 16 ‘Experiencing forced childbirth/abortion’.

Becker, Karriker, Overkamp, & Rutz (2008) found in their extreme abuse survey that ‘Forced Impregnation’ was experienced by 40% of 1041 Adult Survivors and 33% of 82 Child Survivors, and disclosed to 70% of the 221 professionals bearing witness. Murder of a ‘breeder baby’ by the perpetrators was reported by 26%, 18% and 55% respectively. Witnessing murder by perpetrators was reported by 56%, 43% and 77% respectively.

Research eventually lead to the Franklin scandal (see http://www.franklincase.org/) that broke in 1989 where hundreds of children were apparently flown around the US to be abused by high-ranking ‘Establishment’ members. Former state senator John W DeCamp, cited as one of the most effective legislators in Nebraska history, is today attorney for two of the abuse victims. A 15 year old girl disclosed that she had been abused since the age of 9 and was exposed to ‘ritual murder’ of a new born girl, a small boy (who was subsequently fried and eaten), and three others.

Discussion
Unveiling the disclosures of self-identified victim-witnesses and dismantling the ‘Discourse of Disbelief’ proffered by those sceptical of the existence of ‘Organised Ritual Crime Abuse Networks’ (ORCANs) is critical for reducing occurrence of traumatic criminality and restoring public safety.

The infamous ‘Cremation of Care’ play at the highly secretive annual ‘Bohemian Grove’ summer festival in California features elaborate rituals with a ‘mock’ (?) human sacrifice pointing towards a pervasive and perverted interest in the occult in high society. An ‘everyday’ account and a ‘conspiracy theory’ excerpt can be found here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5dRhvpHIJM

It is disconcerting that leaders flock to this place every year and relish a theatrical performance that centres on ‘Human Sacrifice’.

Conclusions
Mental health professionals have a ‘duty of care’ towards their service users. Unless clear and irrefutable counter-evidence is available it is inappropriate to claim that disclosures of extreme abuse and/or human sacrifice rituals are ‘delusions’ and indicative of Schizophrenia.

Reports that five suitably qualified specialists (PhD qualified ‘Psychs’) found no reasons to disbelieve the account of the index incidents and information regarding the untimely death of three adults in the vicinity of the case in the 12 months before the toddler rape were submitted to the Council who brought the case and six police forces – all of whom failed to tackle the injustice and public safety issues raised.

A subset of a Judicial Review submission (thwarted by fraudulent conduct of RCJ ‘operatives’) was turned into an ‘Extreme Abuse Dossier’ to make survivor accounts, book references as well as related successful UK prosecutions information more widely available:

https://arsoninformer.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/ead-version-10-09-2013.pdf

In conclusion it is highly likely that Daesh-like ‘Death Cults’ operate - largely with impunity - throughout the world. They continue to be shielded by governments, authority representatives and mental health professionals.
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